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Preface
This special edition of the Journal of Computation andApplied Mathematics contains a set of contributed papers by
Des’s friends and colleagues and is issued to mark his 65th birthday. Des’s work in the past 40 years has been in the
area of differential equations, operator theory and function space theory, and it is ﬁtting that these contributions reﬂect
that.
Our thanks must also go to Professor Luc Wuytack the editor in chief of the Journal of Computational and Applied
Mathematics for his assistance with the diverse matters that have occurred during the preparation of this special edition.
Special thanks are due to Mrs. M. Evans of the Department of Computer Science at Cardiff for secretarial assistance
associated with this work. Finally, we thank all the authors who contributed papers to this special edition to mark Des’s
65th birthday.
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Laudatum
Desmond Evans has made major contributions to numerous branches of mathematical analysis which include the
spectral theory of both ordinary and partial differential equations, mathematical physics and functional analysis.
Following a B.Sc. (Wales) from University College, Swansea in 1961 he went up to Jesus College, Oxford to work for
a D.Phil. under the guidance of E.C. Titchmarsh, one of the leading analysts of the day. This degree was awarded in
1965. In 1964 he was appointed to a lectureship in Pure Mathematics at the University College of South Wales and
Monmouthshire, which later became Cardiff University, and has remained at Cardiff all his working life, progressing
through the grades of senior lecturer and reader before being awarded a Personal Chair by the University of Wales in
1977.
Following some early work on the Dirac system he worked on the limit-point, limit-circle classiﬁcation problem for
ordinary differential equations, inequalities related to differential and difference equations (in particular the HELP
inequality and its later variants), and on spectral problems associated with non-self-adjoint differential systems.
His work on partial differential equations has often been motivated by physical questions, a signiﬁcant portion having
been concerned with problems arising in the study of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. This research includes work
on the spectrum of relativistic one-electron atoms and on the zero modes of Pauli and Weyl–Dirac operators. His
many papers in this and related areas cover an impressive range of topics. These include the spectral analysis of
N -body operators for atoms and molecules; quantum graphs; Hardy and Rellich inequalities with magnetic potentials;
Schrödinger operators and biharmonic operators with magnetic ﬁelds.
He has been active also in functional analysis and operator theory, especially in areas concerning the properties
of Hardy-type operators acting between function spaces, estimates and asymptotic results for their approximation
numbers and related inequalities. Much of this work was motivated by his work on the properties of embedding maps
between Sobolev spaces deﬁned on irregular (including fractal) domains, in which he and Desmond Harris introduced
the notion of a generalised ridged domain and developed techniques for reducing problems to analogous ones on
associated trees.
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